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Abstract: PV in combination with Li-ion storage systems can make a major contribution to the energy
transition. However, large-scale application will only take place when the systems are economically
viable. The profitability of such a system is not only influenced by the investment costs and economic
framework conditions, but also by the technical parameters of the storage systems. The paper presents
a methodology for the simulation and sizing of PV home storage systems that takes into account the
efficiency of the storage systems (AC, DC standby consumption and peripheral consumption, battery
efficiency and inverter efficiency), the aging of the components (cyclic and calendar battery aging
and PV degradation), and the intelligence of the charging strategy. The developed methodology
can be applied to all regions. In this paper, a sensitivity analysis of the influence of the mentioned
technical parameters on the dimensioning and profitability of a PV home storage is performed. The
calculation is done for Germany. Especially, battery aging, battery inverter efficiency and a charging
strategy to avoid calendar aging have a decisive influence. While optimization of most other technical
parameters only leads to a cost reduction of 1–3%, more efficient inverters can save up to 5%. Even
higher cost reductions (more than 20%) can only be achieved using batteries that age less, especially
batteries that are less sensitive to calendar aging. In individual cases, a small improvement in the
efficiency of the storage system can also lead to higher costs. This is for example the case when
smaller batteries are combined with a large PV system and the battery is used more due to the higher
efficiency. This results in faster ageing and thus earlier replacement of the battery. In addition, the
paper includes a detailed literature overview on PV home storage system sizing and simulation.

Keywords: PV home storage system; battery aging; economic analysis; battery efficiency; inverter
efficiency; charging strategy; sensitivity analysis

1. Introduction

Electrical energy storage systems, in particular lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries, combined
with renewable energies can make a significant contribution to the provision of electricity
and to achieving the goals of energy system transformation. However, they will only
be used on a large scale if the electricity provided is also economical for the system
operator. Recent price reductions [1,2] as well as rapid technological developments in
the home storage system market have resulted in several systems on the German market,
that are already economically favorable compared to electricity consumption from the
grid [3]. This development was also favored by falling Photovoltaic (PV) system prices and
simultaneously rising electricity costs [4,5].

In addition to the investment costs and economic conditions, the battery lifetime,
system design (AC-or DC-coupled systems) and the efficiency of the components, system
sizing (size of the PV system, battery and power electronic components) and the devel-
opment status of the overall system control are crucial for the economic viability of PV
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home storage systems [6]. It is important to note that the efficiency, charging strategy, and
aging of the battery and PV system, not only have a direct impact on the profitability, but
can also have a significant influence on the system sizing of PV storage systems and thus
have an additional indirect effect on the economic viability of a PV storage system. There
are various approaches for the sizing of such systems, in which the systems are simulated
with varying degrees of accuracy. The present work presents a methodology in which
the parameters mentioned are taken into account. Furthermore, their influence on the
economic efficiency and the system sizing for Germany is analyzed.

2. Literature Review

There is already considerable work in the field of simulation and sizing of PV home
storage systems. There are also studies on large-scale storage systems and systems used in
the off-grid sector. Since the present work relates to PV home storage systems, the litera-
ture in this field is mainly discussed in the following. While most studies up to around
2014 used lead-acid batteries, studies since 2014 mainly deal with Li-ion batteries. While
previous literature reviews have included the time of investment [7], it is not considered
further in the following review as almost all studies in the field of simulation and sizing
of PV home storage systems carried out in the last 10 years include at least one complete
year of load and PV data in their investigation. In most studies, economic parameters
are used to evaluate the results. In addition, the sensitivity of the economic parameters
on the economic efficiency of the systems as well as their sizing is often investigated.
A large number of studies focus on the influence of cost parameters on profitability. Ex-
amples of these parameters are electricity costs and different tariffs [7–24], feed-in tariffs
(FIT) [9,11,13,16,21,22,25], investment costs of the individual components of the system
(PV and storage system) [7,10,12,13,16,19,21,24,26–34], price change rate, subsidies [14],
interest rates [16,31] and taxes [24]. Many papers also examine the influence of the load
curve. While Ried et al. [35] for example focus on the resolution of the load curve, oth-
ers [13,18,29,36–39] examine the influence of different load curves and consumptions on
the design and profitability of the systems. While a majority of the studies is based on sim-
ulations (Table 1), there are some authors that use exact methods such as MILP [16,40,41]
or genetic algorithms [26]. A majority of the papers investigate the influence of different
sized PV systems or battery storage systems. Only a small part considers the influence of
the size of the inverters as well [16,20,41–43]. Another point in which the studies differ, is
the underlying load data. While some authors work with measured data, others only use
standard load profiles or simulated load data. It can be seen that the most recent studies
mainly use measured data or scaled or slightly adjusted measured data. Table 1 shows
a detailed literature review. In addition to the aforementioned differences between the
papers, Table 1 shows the extent to which the literature considers the efficiency of the
power electronics and the battery, ageing effects and models of the system components as
well as different charging strategies. If the points mentioned are taken into account in the
literature, they are shown in bold in Table 1 for the respective paper.

In many studies, the efficiency of the power electronics and the battery is only con-
sidered in a simplified way with a fixed value (see Table 1). However, Munzke et al. [44]
and Weniger et al. [45–47] have shown, that the actual efficiency curve in combination with
the load distribution can have a considerable influence on the economic efficiency of PV
home storage systems. Efficiencies in the form of efficiency curves are only considered
by a smaller number of papers [10,12,14,26,38,42,48,49]. In this study, the efficiency of the
inverters is considered in the form of efficiency curves. In order to consider the effect of
different curves, 4 measured curves are varied for the battery inverter and 2 for the PV
inverter. In addition, the influence of different battery efficiencies on the efficiency of the
overall system is investigated. This has not been investigated in the literature so far. Only
Tervo et al. [31] investigated the influence of different efficiency values on the economic
efficiency of PV storage systems. However, the different efficiency values were not load
dependent. In addition, the influence of standby consumption on profitability is investi-
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gated in context with the dimensioning of PV storage systems in this paper. The only two
papers that could be found in which standby consumption is considered in combination
with the dimensioning of PV home storage systems are those by Diedrich and Weber [16]
and Bertsch et al. [13]. In Diedrich and Weber [16], only the standby consumption of
the periphery is taken into account. Bertsch et al. [13], on the other hand, consider BMS
standby consumption. Standby consumption as it is described by Munzke et al. [44] and
Weniger et al. [45–47] has so far only been considered in studies in the field of performance
analysis [44–47].

In recent years, ageing of the system components has increasingly been taken into
account in the dimensioning and simulation of PV storage systems. However, in many
studies only fixed parameters are used for ageing and no actual ageing model is applied.
Studies, that use an actual ageing model for battery ageing and in which Li-ion batteries are
applied, are [9,12,14,16,21,26,40,49–52]. While the aforementioned studies also consider the
economics of the systems, Sandelic et al. [53] and Beltran et al. [54] also use an aging model
for LIB, but their studies are mainly aimed at identifying and maximizing the lifetime of
the battery and power electronics. Four studies are known that investigate the extent to
which battery aging affects PV storage system economics and sizing [12–14,31]. However,
only Truong et al. [14] use an aging model in their studies. Also, few studies consider
PV degradation such as [16,24,27,31,37]. Only Tervo et al. [31] investigates to what extent
different levels of degradation affect the economic efficiency of the PV storage system. An
investigation of how PV degradation affects the system design is not known in this context.
In the present work, both a battery aging model (see Section 3.2.2) and PV degradation
is considered. For both parameters, the influence on dimensioning and the economic
efficiency of the overall system is being investigated.

Furthermore, the known studies were examined to see what kind of charging strategy
is used to charge and discharge the battery. In a majority of the studies, only a very simple
charging strategy (see Table 1: simple) is used. The aim of this strategy is to achieve the
highest possible degree of self-sufficiency for the system operator. Studies, in which the
dimensioning of PV storage systems is investigated and a more complex charging strategy
is used at the same time, are rather few. For example, the studies by [15,28,33,36,40,48,49,54]
consider more complex charging strategies. Table 1 shows how these differ from each other.
In the present work, a strategy is applied, that aims to achieve the least possible aging
of the batteries. The aim is to avoid long periods at high SOC, as Li-ion batteries show
increased aging at high SOC [55,56]. This strategy is compared to a simple strategy, which
has the only goal of achieving the highest possible self-consumption. The only work found
in this field is that of Astaneh et al. [49]. However, this work is about off-grid systems,
where there is no exchange of energy with the grid.

The present paper investigates the impact of storage system efficiency (battery and
power electronics efficiency and standby consumption), battery and PV system aging, and
charging strategy on the economics of PV home storage systems and system sizing. Such
an investigation could not be found in the literature to the best knowledge of the authors.
The analysis is done for Germany. By adjusting the economic parameters, however, the
methodology can also be applied to other countries.
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Table 1. Literature review on the simulation and sizing of PV home storage systems with a special focus on the consideration of efficiencies, aging and charging strategy.

Analysis of

Author Technology Varied Input Parameters
Inverter and

Battery
Efficiency

Battery Aging/PV
Degradation

Different Charging
Strategies

Evaluation
Parameters Method Load-Profile

Braun et al.,
2009 [9] LIB Storage size, electricity tariff, technology cost,

FIT degression rate cs c (Batt) simple IRR, payback period Simulation &
selection Sim

Li et al., 2009 [57] LAB, Fuel
cell

PV system size, technology cost, component
efficiency cs - complex (two

batteries) Cost of electricity Simulation &
selection

Mulder et al., 2010 LIB, LAB PV system and storage size - - simple
Energy sent to the
grid, covered peak

demand

Simulation &
selection Meas

Battke et al.,
2013 [34]

LAB, LIB,
RFB, NAS

Storage cost, storage roundtrip efficiency, life
time and cycle life cs - complex (two

batteries) Cost of electricity Monte Carlo
Simulation

Sim (Load profile
of the battery)

Mulder et al.,
2013 [10] LIB, LAB

PV system and storage size, electricity tariff,
year of investment, technology cost (PV and

Batt), Incentives and electricity sale price
c - simple NPV, battery

throughput cost
Simulation &

selection Meas

Ru et al., 2013 [58] LAB Storage size cs c (Batt) simple Cost of electricity
Exact

optimization
problem

Constant

Bruch and Müller
(2014) [8]

LIB, LAB,
RFB

Battery technology, storage size, electricity
tariff, user behavior cs cs (Batt) simple Profit (after tax),

Return
Simulation &

selection Meas

Hoppmann et al.,
2014 [7] LAB

PV system and storage size, technology cost,
excess household to wholesale market,

electricity tariff, electricity sale price, nominal
discount rate, O&M cost, further economic

parameters and learning curves

cs cs (Batt) simple NPV Simulation &
selection Slp

Waffenschimdt
(2014) [36] N/A PV system and storage size, load profile,

charging strategy cs -
simple, reduction of

PV generation
peaks (v)

SCR, cut off PV
energy

Simulation &
selection Slp

Weniger et al.,
2014 [27] LIB PV system and storage size, technology cost

(PV and Batt) cs cs (Batt + PV) simple SSR, SCR, cost of
electricity

Simulation &
selection Slp

Yang et al., 2014
[33] LIB Storage size, PV penetration, cs c (Batt)

complex (voltage
regulation and peak

load shaving)
Annual cost Simulation &

selection Meas

Meunier et al.,
2015 [39] LIB Storage size, load profiles cs - simple

ROI, SCR, Cost after
26 years, investment

roundtrips,

Simulation &
selection Slp

Moshövel et al.,
2015 [11] LIB PV system and storage size, Battery price,

electricity tariff, FIT, household - cs simple NPV, SCR Simulation &
selection Sim
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Table 1. Cont.

Analysis of

Author Technology Varied Input Parameters
Inverter and

Battery
Efficiency

Battery Aging/PV
Degradation

Different Charging
Strategies

Evaluation
Parameters Method Load-Profile

Naumann et al.,
2015 [12] LIB Storage size, Batt cost, electricity tariff, aging c cs + v (Batt) simple ROI Simulation &

selection Slp (H0)

Ried et al., 2015
[35] LIB Battery inverter size cs - simple NPV Simulation &

selection Meas, Sim

Beck et al.,
2016 [41] LIB PV system, storage and battery inverter size cs - simple Cost of electricity,

SSR, SCR MILP Meas

Chiaroni et al.,
2016 [32] LIB, LAB Technology cost (PV and Batt), SCR, SSR,

dept capital cs - - NPV Simulation &
selection -

Cuchiella et al.,
2016 [24] LAB

PV system and storage size, technology cost
(PV and Batt), battery lifetime, electricity

tariff, electricity sale tariff, level of insolation,
tax deduction, shares of SCR, increase of SC

through a battery

- c (PV), cs + v (Batt) simple NPV, DCF Simulation &
selection -

Du et al., 2016 [52] LIB Storage size c (Batt) c (Batt) simple Time to EOL Simulation Meas

Magnor and Sauer
(2016) [26] LIB Technology cost (Batt) c (power

electronics) c (Batt) simple LCOE Genetic
algorithm Slp

Nyholm et al.,
2016 [37] LIB PV system and storage size, Load profiles cs cs (PV) simple SSR, SCR Simulation &

selection Meas, Sim

Quoilin et al., 2016
[30] LIB PV system and storage size, max chg/dischg

power, storage cost cs cs (Batt) simple LCOE, SSR, SCR Simulation &
selection Meas

Truong et al., 2016
[14] LIB Battery aging, electricity tariff, household size,

coupling of storage system, subsidies c c + v (Batt) simple NPV, ROI Simulation &
selection Meas

Weniger et al.,
2016 [42] LIB PV system, storage and inverter size c - simple charge and discharge

energy
Simulation &

selection Meas, Sim

Bertsch et al.,
2017 [13] LIB

PV system and storage size, load profiles,
cycle stability, electricity tariff, FIT, technology

cost (Batt)
cs cs + v (Batt) simple IRR Simulation &

selection Meas, Sim

Goebel et al.,
2017 [48] LIB

PV system and storage size, location, storage
cost, household size, battery

providing reserve
c cs (Batt) simple, grid

charging NPV Simulation &
selection Sim

Sani Hassan et al.,
2017 [25] LIB FIT cs - simple Annual cost of

electricity MILP Meas

Sharma et al.,
2017 [23] LIB PV system and storage size, electricity tariff cs - simple Total life cycle cost

One
dimensional
optimization

Meas and scaled
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Table 1. Cont.

Analysis of

Author Technology Varied Input Parameters
Inverter and

Battery
Efficiency

Battery Aging/PV
Degradation

Different Charging
Strategies

Evaluation
Parameters Method Load-Profile

Wu et al., 2017 [59] N/A Storage size, charging strategy cs - simple Cost of electricity Exact (convex
optimization) Meas

Astaneh et al.,
2018 [49] LIB PV system and storage size, battery price c c (Batt) strategy to

minimize aging
LCOE, NPV, met
load %, days of

autonomy
Simulation &

selection Meas

de la Torre et al.,
2018 [50] LIB Storage size cs c (Batt) simple Storage cost

Simulation/
optimization-

based
Meas

Dietrich and
Weber 2018 [16] LIB

PV system, storage and battery inverter size,
investment cost, electricity demand, interest

rate, electricity tariff, technology cost (PV and
Batt), FIT, VAT

cs + cs
(standby) c (Batt + PV) simple SSR, SCR, NPV MILP Sim

Schopfer et al.,
2018 [29] LIB Load profiles, technology cost (Batt and PV) cs cs (Batt) simple NPV

Machine
learning,

simulation
Meas

Tervo et al.,
2018 [31] LIB

PV system and storage size, location,
technology cost (PV and Batt), interest rate,

ITC, efficiency,
cs + v cs + v (Batt + PV) simple LCOE (System,

Batt, PV)
Simulation &

selection Sim

Boeckl and
Kienberger (2019)

[38]
LIB PV system and storage size, household load c - simple SSR, PV system and

storage size
Simulation &

selection Sim

Comello et al.,
2019 [43] LIB Storage and battery inverter size, location;

year of installation cs - simple LCOE Simulation &
selection Sim

Heine et al.,
2019 [51] LIB Storage size, location, storage cost cs c (Batt) simple NPV Simulation &

selection Sim

Koskela et al.,
2019 [19] LIB PV system and storage size, investment cost,

electricity tariff cs - simple
Annual profit,

annual cost
savings, IRR

Simulation &
selection Meas

Li et al., 2019 [28] LAB PV system and storage size, location - - simple
Maximum demand,

Electricity cost
reduction

Genetic
algorithm Meas

Sandelic et al.,
2019 [53] LIB - cs c (Batt + inverter) simple lifetime (Batt +

inverter) Simulation Meas

Sharma et al.,
2019 [22] LIB PV system and storage size,

electricity tariff, FIT cs - simple Annual energy cost
One

dimensional
optimization

Meas and scaled

Tang et al.,
2019 [18] LIB Storage size, load data, electricity tariff cs - simple NPV Simulation &

selection Meas
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Table 1. Cont.

Analysis of

Author Technology Varied Input Parameters
Inverter and

Battery
Efficiency

Battery Aging/PV
Degradation

Different Charging
Strategies

Evaluation
Parameters Method Load-Profile

Alavi et al.,
2020 [21] LIB PV system and storage size, electricity tariff,

FIT, storage cost cs c (Batt cyclic aging) simple Annual profit loss Simulation &
selection Meas

Beltran et al.,
2020 [54] LIB PV system and storage size, household,

irradiance, location, cell chemistry cs c (Batt)
predictive control
(energy arbitrage,

peak shaving)

Lifetime of the
battery, calendar and

cyclic aging

MILP,
simulation Meas and Sim

Gagliano et al.,
2020 [60] LIB PV system and storage size, household

consumption cs - simple NPV, IRR, payback
period, SSR, SCR

Simulation &
selection Sim

Pena-Bello et al.,
2020 [15] LIB Electricity consumption, location including

electricity tariff cs cs (Batt)

simple, demand
load-shifting,

avoidance of PV
curtailment, demand

peak shaving,
(individually and

jointly)

NPV, SCR, peak
shaved Simulation Meas

Withana et al.,
2020 [20] LIB Storage and inverter size, electricity tariff - - simple NPV Simulation &

selection

Meas (average
monthly load

demand)

Zhang et al.,
2020 [17] LIB PV system and storage size, electricity tariff cs cs (Batt) simple SSR, SCR, LCOE,

payback time
Simulation &

selection
Artificial

synthesized load

Ayuso et al.,
2021 [40] LIB PV system and storage size, LIB cell type cs c (Batt) complex (high and

low grid tariffs)
Annual savings, net

payback, NPV MILP Maes and Sim

Current Paper LIB c + v c + v (Batt + PV)
strategy to

minimize aging,
simple (v)

Cost of electricity,
Annual energy

cost, SSR
Simulation &

selection Maes and Sim

LAB = lead-acid, LIB = Li-ion, RFB = redox-flow battery, NAS = sodium–sulfur battery, N/A = not available, c = considered, cs = considered in a simplified way, v = varied, SSR = Self-sufficiency rate,
SCR = Self-consumption, Meas =measured data, Sim = simulated data, Slp = Standard load profile.
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3. Input Data and Methods

The simulation considers an AC-coupled system, that consists of a battery, a battery
inverter, a PV system and a PV inverter (see Figure 1). Figure 1 shows the possible power
flows including the corresponding symbols.

Figure 1. Schematic of an AC-coupled PV home storage system including possible power flows and
the corresponding symbols from Munzke et al. [44].

3.1. Input Data
3.1.1. PV and Load Data

For the simulation described in this work, real PV data with a sampling rate of 1 Hz
from the 1 MW solar-storage park at KIT’s north campus is used. To reduce the simulation
time, the resolution is reduced to one minute. Since the reaction time of the systems is
not considered in the study, this is sufficient. The PV data were recorded from an array
with southerly orientation (0◦) and an inclination angle of 30◦, which corresponds to a
typical house with south-facing pitched roof. It stems from a 10 kWp PV array from 2016
and is scaled to the corresponding PV size used in the simulation. In order to generate
appropriate and reproducible load profile data for a single family household (HH) the
VDI 4655 standard [61] is used. It describes 10 different types of reference days during
the year that make up the synthetic year. The reference household upon which this works’
results are based has an annual electricity consumption of 4213 kWh and corresponds to a
five-person household in the VDI 4655 classification. The load profile stems from region
12 of the VDI 4655 profiles, which matches the location where the PV data was sourced
(Karlsruhe). The data have a sampling time of one minute.

3.1.2. Battery and Inverter Efficiency and Standby Consumption

Figures 2 and 3 show efficiency curves of PV storage systems measured in the project
“SafetyFirst” and industry projects. The size of the battery inverters of the 5 systems shown
here is between 0.8 kW and 6.0 kW. The size of the 4 PV inverters ranges between 2.9 kW
and 5.0 kW. The efficiency of the battery inverter of the system D is further considered for
the calculation of the reference case (Ref.). For the PV inverter, system D is selected. 3 of the
other 4 efficiency curves of the battery inverter (System A, System C and System E) and 1
of the 3 efficiency curves of the PV inverter (System A) are used for the sensitivity analysis.
The efficiencies are named in the following according to the different power paths, ηBAT2AC
for battery discharging, ηAC2BAT for battery charging and ηPV2AC for the conversion of the
DC PV power into AC power.
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Figure 2. Efficiency of the power conversion pathways AC2BAT (battery charging—left) and BAT2AC (battery discharging—
right) as a function of the output power, for 5 PV storage systems.

Figure 3. Efficiency of the power conversion pathways PV2AC as a function of the output power, for
4 PV inverters.

Table 2 shows the average pathway efficiencies of the battery inverter of the 4 efficiency
curves chosen for the simulation. The average pathway efficiency of the PV inverter is
96.29 for system D (Ref.) and 95.51 for system A. The average pathway efficiencies are
calculated as described in the efficiency guideline [62]. The average path efficiency is the
arithmetic mean of the efficiencies at the supporting points (0.05; 0.15; 0.25; 0.35; 0.45; 0.55;
0.65; 0.75; 0.85; 0.95) and can be used to compare inverter efficiencies with each other.

ηBAT =
√

ηBAT,RT (1)

Table 2. Average pathway efficiencies of the battery inverter.

Average Pathway
Efficiency BAT2AC

Average Pathway
Efficiency AC2BAT

System A 89.35 88.68
System C 83.70 85.62

System D (Ref.) 92.50 91.95
System E 94.32 94.66

Battery roundtrip efficiencies (ηBAT,RT) for Li-ion home storage systems are usually
between 90% and 100%. Many systems are in the range between 95% and 97% [44,63]. For
this reason, a value of 96% is selected for the reference case. The efficiency during (ηBAT)
charging or discharging can be determined with Equation (1). By simple measurement,
only the roundtrip efficiency of storage systems can be determined. How much of this is
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accounted for by charging and how much by discharging is difficult to determine. For this
reason, the same efficiency was assumed for both directions in the present work.

Figure 4 shows measured standby consumption of 4 systems (A to D), which was
determined according to the efficiency guidelines. Standby consumption can occur either
on the AC side of the battery inverter or on the DC side. Normally, for AC coupled
systems, standby consumption can occur on the DC as well as on the AC side when the
battery is fully charged or discharged. For the reference case, a standby consumption
of 8 W on the DC side and 12 W on the AC side is taken into account. In addition, a
peripheral consumption of 8 W is assumed. The values were determined using measured
values from 4 AC coupled storage systems with a battery capacity between 2.3 kWh and
4.0 kWh and the mentioned PV and battery inverter sizes in Section 3.1.2 (see Figure 4).
While the standby and peripheral consumption at maximum SOC is shown on the left,
the standby and peripheral consumption at minimum SOC is shown on the right. The
latter are significantly lower. In the simulation, however, only one value is used for both
situations (SOCmin and SOCmax). The 8 W peripheral consumption (PAC,periph) represents
a high value of the shown storage systems at minimum SOC and a low value at maximum
SOC. Since peripheral consumption always occurs, 8 W of PAC,periph results in 70.3 kWh of
PAC,periph per year. According to Munzke et al. [44], the PAC,periph for home storage systems
per year is between 13 kWh and 144 kWh. The 8 W assumed here therefore represent
a good average value. The DC standby consumption (PDC,BAT,stby,dischg) of the 4 storage
systems ranges from 0 W to 19 W, regardless of whether the battery is full or empty. For
the references case of the simulation, 8 W are selected. The AC standby consumption
(PAC,BAT,stby) is significantly higher in some systems with a fully charged battery than
with a completely discharged battery. In other systems, it is about the same in both cases.
Overall, the standby consumption lies between 0 W and 40 W, depending on the system
and state. For the simulation, 12 W is selected for the reference case. This leads to standby
losses of 60 kWh per year on average in the simulation, which is comparable to the values
in Munzke et al. [44].

Figure 4. Standby consumption and peripheral consumption (W) of 4 PV storage systems the systems measured when the
battery was completely charged (left) or discharged (right) peripheral consumption.

3.1.3. Chosen Parameters for the Battery, the PV System and the Power
Electronic Components

In the simulation, different sized PV systems and batteries as well as different battery
inverter sizes are considered. The PV system is varied between 4 kWp and 15 kWp, the
battery between 4 kWh and 10 kWh and the battery inverter between 2 kW and 6 kW. The
size of the PV inverter always corresponds to the size of the PV system.
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3.1.4. Cost

All costs in the simulation include the value-added tax (VAT). The costs for the PV
system and the battery depend on the respective component size [64–66]. The costs are
therefore included in the simulation depending on the size of the PV system and the battery.
The invest cost of the PV system can be calculated according to Equation (2) and of the
battery according to Equation (3). Equation (2) was derived using the data from Märtel [64].
Table A1 in the Appendix A gives an overview of the derivation. For the PV inverter as
well as for the battery inverter, a price of 200 €/kW is applied. The battery cost function
(Equation (3)) was derived using data from Figgener et al. [66]. The approach can be found
in Table A2 in the Appendix A. The annual battery cost degradation for home storage
systems between 5 kWh and 10 kWh was 6.4% per year in 2018 and 2019. Since 2013 the
prices have decreased by 55.6%. Since the storage market has developed much further in
recent years [1,66], it is assumed that the price reductions will continue in the next few
years, but will fall less. Thus, a price reduction of only 3% per year is applied. Table 3 gives
an overview of the input parameters for the cost calculation.

CPV =
(
−0.084·PPV,kWp

3 + 4.9056·PPV,kWp
2 − 100.6·PPV,kWp + 2011.2

)
·PPV,kWp (2)

CBAT =
(

8.7735·ECapaBAT
2 − 196.38·ECapaBAT + 1984

)
·ECapaBAT (3)

Table 3. Input data for electricity cost calculation.

Parameter Value Unit

Electricity price [67] 31.89 cent/kWh
Calculation period 20 y
PV system cost (CPV) [64] (see Table A1) Equation (2) €/kWp
Battery cost (CBAT) [66] (see Table A2) Equation (3) €/kWh
Inverter cost 200 €/kW
Inverter lifetime [22,68,69] 10 y
Annual battery cost degradation 3 %
Price change factor of the battery 0.97
Price change factor of the inverters 1
Annual electricity price increase [4,67] 0.0/1.0 %
Price change factor of the electricity price [4,67] 1.0/1.01
Feed in tariff (March 2021) for PV systems up to 10 kWp 7.92 cent/kWh
Feed in tariff (March 2021) for PV systems between
10 kWp and 40 kWp 7.7 cent/kWh

Due to the current low interest rates and the focus of the paper on the influence of
technical parameters on the electricity costs, no interest rates are assumed in the paper. In
the past, the development of electricity prices was subject to strong fluctuations and it is
difficult to predict how they will develop in the future. According to [4,67], the electricity
price increase in Germany over the last 8 years was between 1.16% and 1.28% per year
on average. In 2021, levies and taxes account for 51% of the household electricity price in
Germany. Part of this is the EEG levy due to the German Renewable Energy Sources Act
(EEG). The EEG levy is 6.5 cent/kWh in 2021 and will fall to 3.723 cent/kWh in 2022 [70].
Therefore, an increase in electricity costs of only 1% is assumed. In addition, the impact
of no cost increase (0.0%) is examined, as electricity prices in Germany are already the
highest in Europe. The higher the cost increase with simultaneously very low interest rates,
the more economical PV home storage systems are as long as system prices do not rise
simultaneously. For the sensitivity analysis, the scenario with a cost increase of 1.0% per
year is used.
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3.2. Methods

The simulation model is presented below. The simulation of the power flows including
the influence of the charging strategy, the economic evaluation and the aging model are
discussed in detail.

3.2.1. Simulation of Power Flows Including Different Charging Strategies

Equations (4)–(16) and Figures 5 and 6 provide a detailed overview of the power
flow simulation of the model. In all following calculations, t is the respective simulation
step. To account for peripheral consumption, it is added to the load at the beginning of
the simulation. Since the efficiencies are considered as a function of power and different
efficiency curves are to be considered, PV data from the DC side of the inverter (PDC,PV) is
used for the simulation (see Figure 3). These are converted to AC power (PAC,PV) using
Equation (4). By subtracting the PV power from the load including peripheral consumption
(PLoad), potential charging (PAC,BAT,chg,pot) and discharging (PAC,BAT,dischg,pot) powers can
be determined (see Equations (5) and (6)). By Equations (7) and (8), these can also be
converted to potential battery power (PDC,BAT,chg,pot and PDC,BAT,dischg,pot). It should be
noted that the DC power is limited by the selected inverter power (rated power). This
applies to both charging and discharging.

PAC,PV(t) = PDC,PV(t) · ηPV2AC(PDC,PV) (4)

PAC,BAT,chg,pot(t) =
{

(PLoad(t)− PAC,PV(t)) i f (PLoad(t)− PAC,PV(t)) < 0
0 i f (PLoad(t)− PAC,PV(t)) > 0

}
(5)

PAC,BAT,dischg,pot(t) =
{

0 i f (PLoad(t)− PAC,PV(t)) < 0
(PLoad(t)− PAC,PV(t)) i f (PLoad(t)− PAC,PV(t)) > 0

}
(6)

PDC,BAT,chg,pot(t) = PAC,BAT,chg,pot(t)· ηAC2BAT

(
PAC,BAT,chg,pot

)
(7)

PDC,BAT,dischg,pot(t) =
PAC,BAT,dischg,pot(t)

ηBAT2AC

(
PAC,BAT,dischg,pot

) (8)

Figure 5 shows a detailed overview of the calculation of the energy charged and
discharged in the battery (EBAT).

DC standby consumption (Pstby,DC,BAT) may occur when the battery is fully charged
or discharged. This is the case when a part of the standby consumption of the inverter is
covered by the battery and the battery is slightly discharged. To be able to simulate this,
the variable EBAT,real is introduced to avoid immediate recharging of the battery. It refers to
the actual state of charge of the battery. In case of a fully charged battery, the following
applies. If EBAT,real has fallen below a certain limit (97.5% SOC) or the battery is discharged
in the next time step, EBAT is set equal to EBAT,real. The limit is determined by a percentage
(Pctrechg) of the actual total battery capacity left (ECapaBAT(y)). In the first case the battery is
charged again, in the second case the energy discharged from the battery due to standby
consumption is taken into account in further operation. To simplify the calculation of the
actual charged and discharged power, the additional variable BATchg,dischg is introduced.
Whenever EBAT is determined with the help of EBAT,real, it is set equal to 1. The battery is
only discharged to 5% SOC in the simulation during regular operation. This means that
the battery is completely discharged at a SOC of 5%. However, it can be further discharged
by DC standby losses. As soon as 0% SOC is reached due to standby consumption, the
battery is charged from the grid with 500 W (PDC,BAT,rechg) until a SOC of 5% is reached.
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Figure 5. Calculation of the energy stored in the battery and the DC standby consumption—T stands for true and F for false.
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In this paper, the effect of two different charging strategies is investigated. On the one
hand, a charging strategy is investigated that only aims to increase self-consumption of
the household. On the other hand, a charging strategy is investigated that aims to increase
self-consumption and to operate the battery in such a way that calendar aging is decreased.
For the second so-called “intelligent” charging strategy, the variable factchg,d is introduced.
This factor is determined for each day (t2) and depends on the ratio of the battery capacity
and its charging efficiency to the PV energy that is not directly consumed by the load (see
Equation (9)). When calculating the power charged in the battery, the potential energy
available is multiplied by factchg,d and thus reduced. Thus, the battery is charged more
slowly over the course of the day. This can lead to the battery not being completely full
at the end of the day although sufficient energy is available during the day. To prevent
this, all days are identified on which factchg,d is smaller than 1 and the SOC of the battery
does not reach 100%. factchg,d is then increased by 0.01 for all days affected by this and the
calculation from Figure 5 is repeated. This is done until the battery is fully charged on all
days where sufficient energy is available. If the simple charging strategy is used, factchg,d
in Figure 5 is set to 1.

The actual DC charge (PDC,BAT,chg) and discharge (PDC,BAT,dischg) power can be de-
termined using BATchg,dischg, EBAT and EBAT,real. If BATchg,dischg is 1, the actual charging
power is determined from the difference between EBAT and EBAT,real of the previous time
step (see Equations (10) and (11)). It must be taken into account that there are situations in
which power is required from the battery, but it is already empty and must be recharged
from the grid. This must be considered when calculating the actual discharge power. With
Equations (12)–(14), the AC charge (PAC,BAT,chg) and discharge (PAC,BAT,dischg) power as
well as the AC recharge power (PAC,BAT,rechg) of the battery can be determined.

f actchg,d(t2) =

 1 i f
ECapaBAT(y)

EDC,BAT,chg,d(t2)
·ηBAT ≥ 1

ECapaBAT(y)
EDC,BAT,chg,d(t2)

·ηBAT i f
ECapaBAT(y)

EDC,BAT,chg,d(t2)
·ηBAT < 1

 (9)

PDC,BAT,chg(t) =


(EBAT(t−1)−EBAT(t))·n

ηBAT
i f PAC,BAT,chg,pot(t) < 0 & BATchgdischg(t) = 0

(EBAT(t−1)−EBAT,real(t))·n
ηBAT

i f PAC,BAT,chg,pot(t) < 0 & BATchgdischg(t) 6= 0
0 i f PAC,BAT,chg,pot(t) ≥ 0

 (10)

PDC,BAT,dischg(t) =


(EBAT(t−1)−EBAT(t))·n

ηBAT
i f PAC,BAT,chg,pot(t) ≤ 0 & BATchgdischg(t) = 0 & PDC,BAT,rechg(t) = 0

(EBAT(t−1)−EBAT,real(t))·n
ηBAT

i f PAC,BAT,chg,pot(t) ≤ 0 & BATchgdischg(t) 6= 0 & PDC,BAT,rechg(t) = 0

0 i f PAC,BAT,chg,pot(t) > 0

 (11)

PAC,BAT,dischg(t) = PDC,BAT,dischg(t)· ηBAT2AC

(
PDC,BAT,dischg

)
(12)

PAC,BAT,chg(t) =
PDC,BAT,chg(t)

ηAC2BAT

(
PDC,BAT,chg

) (13)

PAC,BAT,rechg(t) =
PDC,BAT,rechg(t)

ηAC2BAT

(
PDC,BAT,rechg

) (14)

SOC(t) =
EBAT(t)

ECapaBat(y)
(15)

PAC,BAT,stby(t) =

 PAC,BAT,stby i f
(

SOC (t) ≤ SOCmin & PDC,BAT(t) = 0 & PDC,BAT,rechg(t) = 0
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣ SOC (t) = 100

0 i f (SOC (t) > SOCmin || PDC,BAT(t) 6= 0 || PDC,BAT,rechg(t) 6= 0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ SOC (t) = 100

 (16)
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Figure 6. Calculation of the grid consumption and the grid feed-in—T stands for true and F for false.

AC standby power can either occur when the battery is empty or when it is full [44].
The standby power can be determined with Equation (16) using the SOC of the battery and
the determined DC battery power. The latter needs to be considered, as the battery’s SOC
can be lower than the minimum SOC and the battery is charged or recharged.

To determine the system operator’s energy costs, both the amount of energy fed into
the grid and the amount of energy drawn from the grid are required. Figure 6 shows how
the corresponding power can be calculated.

3.2.2. Aging Model

As mentioned, the simulation takes into account both the degradation of the PV
system and the aging of the battery. According to Kiefer et al. [71], the degradation of
PV systems is around 0.15% per year. Therefore, this value is chosen for the simulation.
Consequently, the power of the PV plant decreases every year by 0.15% of the initially
installed generator power. For the sensitivity analysis a degradation of 0.5% is chosen.

Cell measurement data from a 53 Ah NMC-based pouch cells was used for the battery
aging model. Aging of Li-ion cells occurs through cyclic aging [72] on the one hand and
through calendar aging, which is primarily dependent on temperature and SOC [73,74],
on the other hand. For the calendar aging model, calendric aging tests were performed
at different SOCs at 25 ◦C. The pouch cells were stored in a climatized room at 25 ◦C
(23.8–25.0 ◦C actual temperature) at the respective SoC (10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 100%). Every
28 days the cells were connected to a Basytec HPS potentiostat for measurement of the
remaining cell capacity. Therefore, at first cells were fully discharged to 3.0 V applying a
C-rate of 1C. Subsequently, they were charged with 1C to 4.2 V, followed by a CV-phase
until I < C/20 to guarantee complete charging. The remaining discharge capacity was
determined in the following discharge half cycle applying 1C. For further storage of the
cells, each cell was then charged to the according storage SOC by charge with 1C until
Ah = Ah (SoC) based on the newly determined full discharge capacity. All experiments
were duplicated. Since only low loads are generally applied in stationary home storage
systems and the cells therefore show no significant heat evolution, the data at 25 ◦C were
used for this study and the temperature dependence of the calendar aging is neglected. The
results of the measurements can be found in Figure 7 left panel. Shown is the average of
the two measurements per SOC. The results can be used to calculate the theoretical lifetime
(LTCell,Cal) in years per SOC. This is shown as a dashed line in Figure 7, right panel, as a
function of the SOC. The following functional relationship between life time in years and
SOC can be derived by fitting from the measurement (see Equation (17)).
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Figure 7. Result of calendar aging tests at 25 ◦C at different SOCs (10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% and 100%) of a 53 Ah NMC
cell (left). Functional relationship between the lifetime in years until EOL at different SOCs (right).

Aging is calculated per year in the simulation. The SOC profile calculated with
Equations (15) and (17) are used to determine the calendar aging for each time step. The
calendric aging per time step is then summed up to the calendric aging per year (ACal(y))
(see Equation (18)). ACal(y) represents the percentage that the battery has degraded due to
calendar aging in a given year. 100% degradation corresponds to EOL of the battery with a
SOH of 80%.

LTCell,Cal = 1255.7·SOC−1.158 (17)

ACal(y) = ∑365·24·n
t=1

1
365·24·n

LTCell,Cal (t)
(18)

In the sensitivity analysis, the influence of aging on economic efficiency is analyzed in
this paper. The two upper and lower lines in Figure 7 right panel represent a 20% and 40%
higher and lower calendar aging, respectively. For this purpose, the original values at 10,
30, 50, 70, 90 and 100% were multiplied by 0.6, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.4, respectively. Values larger
than 20 years are only theoretical values needed for the calculation of the degradation at
low SOCs. In the field material degradation and/or leaks have to be considered, such as
moisture will enter the cell over time and cause further degradation.

For cyclic aging, 1P1P measurements at 100% DoD at 25 ◦C were performed using the
corresponding cell. 1P1P means that the 193.45 Wh cell under investigation is charged and
discharged with 193.45 W. The cycle life of the corresponding cell is 7050 cycles until the
remaining capacity of the cell reaches 80%. This represents the average value of two cells.
The dependence of cycle life on DoD can be represented by the Wöhler curve [75]. In order
to take this effect into account in the present work, the Wöhler curve of an NMC cell [3]
from the literature was used and scaled so that 7050 cycles are achieved at 100% DoD.
During cycling, the cell ages mainly at the graphite anode due to volume change, resulting
in irreversible loss of cyclable lithium ions [73,76–79]. A high cycle life is usually achieved
by suitable additives and/or a better formation procedure [79–82]. In principle, however,
the aging processes are similar, regardless of how cycle-stable the cells are. Therefore, it
is assumed that in the absence of measurement data, a curve from the literature can also
be used and scaled. The scaled Wöhler curves are represented in Figure 8. The curve in
the middle represents the reference curve (Ref. 100%). 60% and 80% represent 40% and
20% higher cyclic aging than the reference case, and 120% and 140% represent 20% and
40% lower cyclic aging. The Wöhler curve can be described with an exponential function.
(see Equation (19)), where N(∆SOC) represents the number of equivalent full cycles [3,83].
To determine the number of cycles with respect to ∆SOC the rainflow algorithm is used.
Cyclic aging depends not only on DoD but also on average SOC. However, no reliable
data are available for this. For this reason, this dependence is neglected and will be a
part of future work. As calendric aging, cyclic aging is also determined per year (see
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Equation (20)). niCycl represents a factor that can be 1 or 0.5, depending on whether the
corresponding cycle is a half or full cycle and Cycl the number of cycles per year. ACycl(y)
represents the percentage that the battery has degraded due to cyclic aging in a given year.
100% degradation corresponds to EOL of the battery with a SOH of 80%. The total aging
results from the sum of the calendar aging and the cyclic aging (see Equation (21)). It is
important that the calendar aging was previously subtracted from the cyclic aging. As
mentioned, a value of 80% SOH is considered as the end of life criterion. The SOH at the
end of a year can be calculated with Equation (22).

N(∆SOC) = aw·∆SOCbw (19)

ACycl(y) = ∑Cycl
nCycl=1

1

N
(

∆SOC, nCycl

)
·niCycl

(
nCycl

) (20)

ECapaBAT(y + 1) = ECapaBAT(y)−
(

ACycl(y) + ACal(y)
)
·0.2·ECapaBAT (21)

SOH(y + 1) = SOH(y)−
(

0.2·
(

ACycl(y) + ACal(y)
)
·100

)
(22)

Figure 8. Scaled Wöhler curves based on the Wöhler curve presented in Angenendt et al. of the LG ICR18650MF1 lithium-ion
battery cell [3]. aw for all presented curves is −0.968423. The right panel shows a section of the left panel.

3.2.3. Economic Evaluation

To calculate the economic efficiency, the annuity method [84] is used and the different
variations are compared on the basis of the levelized cost of energy (LCOE). The annuity of
the capital related costs (AN,C,X) for the PV system, the power electronics and the battery
can be determined using Equations (23)–(27). In this context, X as a variable stands for one
of the mentioned components. For the PV system, a lifetime of 20 years is assumed, which
corresponds to the usual depreciation period for PV systems. Since the simulation period
T also corresponds to 20 years, no calculation of replacement investments and residual
value is necessary. For the inverters it is assumed that they have to be replaced after
10 years. Thus, the cash values (Ai,PE) of the replacement investments can be determined
with Equation (24), where i represents the number of the replacement and TN the number
of years of the depreciation period. The replacement of the battery depends on the aging of
the battery. The degree of aging depends on various factors, such as the battery size, the
load profile and the PV system. How to determine the aging of the battery and when to
replace it is described in Section 3.2.2. Equation (25) can be used to calculate the cash value
of the replacement investment of the battery, and Equation (26) to calculate the residual
value. yn,BAT,repl represents the year in which the respective investment takes place. The
residual value of the battery depends on the remaining capacity (ECapa,BAT(y)) at the end
of the simulation. r in the equations stands for the respective price change factor. Interest
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rates can be taken into account in the calculation via the interest factor q. Although the
load and PV curves in the simulation remain the same each year, the amount of electricity
fed into (Eto,Grid) or taken from the grid (Efrom,Grid) changes over the years. This is due to
battery aging and degradation of the PV system. The annuity of the annual remuneration
for electricity fed into the grid (AN,R) and the electricity costs of the electricity purchased
from the grid (AN,EC) can be determined using Equations (28) and (29). Where y stands
for the respective year in which the costs or the remuneration occur. In the given case,
the annuity of the total annual payments (AN) is the difference between AN,R and the
sum of the capital-related annuities and AN,EC (see Equation (30). To calculate the cost
per kWh (CE,total), the annuity is divided by the energy consumed per year (ELoad,y) (see
Equation (31)). The costs (CE,total,ref) can be compared with reference costs that would arise
if no plant is built and the entire electricity demand would need to be covered by the grid
(see Equation (32)).

AN,C,X = (A0,X + A1,X + A2,X + . . . .Am,X − RV,X)·a (23)

Ai,PE = A0,PE·
rPE

iPE·TN,PE

qiPE·TN,PE
(24)

Ai,BAT = A0,BAT·
rBAT

yi,BAT,repl

qyi,BAT,repl
(25)

RV,BAT = A0,BAT·rBAT
yi,BAT,repl ·

(
ECapaBAT(T+1)

ECapaBAT
− 0.8

)
0.2

· 1
qT (26)

a =
q− 1

1− q−T (27)

AN,R = ∑T
y=1 Eto,Grid(y)·rEto,Grid

y· 1
qy (28)

AN,EC = ∑T
y=1 Efrom,Grid(y)·rEfrom,Grid

y· 1
qy (29)

AN = AN,R − AN,EC − (AN,C,PV + AN,C,BAT + AN,C,DCACPV + AN,C,DCACBAT) (30)

CE,total =
AN

ELoad,y
(31)

CE,ref =
AN,EC,ref

ELoad,y
(32)

Due to the EEG, either only 70% of the generator power may be fed into the grid or a
ripple control receiver must be installed. With the latter, the PV system can be regulated
down by the grid operator in the event of grid overload. The costs for a ripple control
receiver are very variable and range between 200 € and 500 € [85]. For smaller PV systems
with an installed power below 10 kWp, the feed-in limitation is usually cheaper than the
installation of a ripple control receiver. In the simulation, this is solved as follows. If
throttling the feed-in power is cheaper, this is chosen for the corresponding variation. In
the other case, the installation of a ripple control receiver is selected. The assumed costs for
a ripple control receiver in the simulation are 450 €.

3.3. Parameters Studied

Table 4 gives an overview of the parameters studied and which are used in the
sensitivity analysis. Four different variations are examined for most of the parameters
mentioned. One of the parameters is varied in each simulation run. V1 to V4 refer to the
respective variation of each parameter.
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Table 4. Technical parameters studied.

Parameter Variation Reference Case Variation

V1 V2 Ref. V3 V4

Battery inverter efficiency System C System A System D System E -
PV inverter efficiency System A - System D - -
Battery efficiency 92% 94% 96% 98% 99%
Standby consumption AC 0 W 6 W 12 W 18 W 24 W
Standby consumption DC 0 W 4 W 8 W 12 W 16 W
Consumption of
peripheral components 0 W 4 W 8 W 12 W 16 W

Charging strategy - -
Simple strategy
only to enhance

self-consumption
-

Strategy to enhance
self-consumption and
to reduce battery aging

Battery calendar aging 60% 80% 100% 120% 140%
Battery cyclic aging 60% 80% 100% 120% 140%
PV degradation per year - - 0.15% 0.32% 0.5%

4. Results
4.1. System Design Single Family Household
4.1.1. Effects of the Size of the PV Field, the Battery and the Battery Inverter

Figures 9–11 show the dependence of electricity costs of the reference case on the
degree of self-sufficiency. The size of the installed PV system, the battery capacity and the
battery inverter size are in color. The electricity costs include all costs to cover the complete
electricity demand of the household (see Equation (30)). This includes both the costs for
the electricity generated by the PV storage system and for the electricity purchased from
the grid to cover the electricity demand that cannot be covered by the PV storage system.

Larger PV systems lead to significantly lower electricity costs than the small ones. At
the same time, smaller batteries result in lower electricity costs than larger ones. Although
the cost of batteries per kWh installed decreases the larger the battery, the cost of electricity
per kWh installed still increases under current conditions. Exemplary this is shown in
Table 5 for a PV system with 15 kWp and 10 kWp. The best combination for the reference
case is a PV system of 15 kWp, a battery capacity of 4 kWh and a battery inverter of 2 kWp.
For the reference case (see Figure 11) as well as during a first sensitivity analysis of the
technical parameters on electricity costs, it turned out that for the assumed load curve
and the current framework conditions, the 2 kW battery inverter always represents the
most favorable battery inverter size. Inverter sizes of 2 kW, 3 kW, 4 kW, 5 kW and 6 kW
were investigated. The load profile has a large effect on this. In most households that have
neither an electric car nor a heat pump, about 70 to 80% of the energy is discharged at a
power lower than 2 kW [44,63]. In addition, the combination of a larger PV system and a
small battery means that the latter can be fully charged during the day even with a small
battery inverter, since there is plenty of PV surplus power available. Another advantage is
that the battery spends less time at high SOC and therefore ages less. For this reason, the
following sensitivity analysis was only performed with 2 kW battery inverters.

Table 5. Example of cost increase due to installation of larger batteries.

Battery Capacity/kWh 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PV system size/kWp 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
Electricity cost €/kWh 0.3150 0.3178 0.3211 0.3246 0.3293 0.3367 0.3477

Annual cost/€ 1327 1339 1353 1368 1387 1418 1465
Total cost 20 years/€ 26,540 26,776 27,060 27,356 27,744 28,368 29,297
PV system size/kWp 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Electricity cost €/kWh 0.3332 0.3366 0.3405 0.3447 0.3502 0.3582 0.3696
Annual cost/€ 1404 1418 1435 1452 1475 1509 1557

Total cost 20 years/€ 28,076 28,365 28,691 29,050 29,509 30,185 31,143
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Figure 9. Electricity costs as a function of self-sufficiency, the size of the PV system is shown in color. The simulation is
based on an annual electricity price increase of 1%.

Figure 10. Electricity costs as a function of self-sufficiency, the capacity of the battery is shown in color. The simulation is
based on an annual electricity price increase of 1%.

Figure 11. Electricity costs as a function of self-sufficiency, the size of the battery inverter is shown in color. The simulation
is based on an annual electricity price increase of 1%.
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The orange line in Figures 9–13 represents the grid electricity purchase price in each
case. Assuming a cost increase of 1% per year, the average price over the next 20 years will
be 35.11 cent/kWh.

4.1.2. Effects of Electricity Price Increase and Feed-In Tariff Decrease

Figure 12. Electricity costs as a function of self-sufficiency. The size of the PV system is shown in color in the left panel
and the capacity of the battery is shown in color in the right panel. The simulation is based on an annual electricity price
increase of 0%.

Figure 13. Electricity costs as a function of self-sufficiency. The size of the PV system is shown in color left panel and the
capacity of the battery is shown in color in the right panel. The simulation is based on an annual electricity price increase of
1% and the expected feed-in tariff in June 2021 (7.47 cent/kWh for PV systems up to 10 kWp and 7.25 cent/kWh for PV
systems up to 40 kWp).

It is very difficult to make a statement about which systems are worthwhile in the
longer term, as this depends strongly on the economic framework conditions. If the cost
of electricity does not rise or the feed-in tariff falls, far fewer systems will be economical
(see Figures 12 and 13). Without electricity cost increase, the cost of electricity purchased
from the grid is at the current electricity price of 0.3189 €/kWh. 0% increase in electricity
prices would already make PV systems of less than 11 kWp with a battery of at least 4 kWh
battery capacity no longer competitive compared to grid consumption. The same applies
to all combinations with a battery larger than 7 kWh.

Due to the current new PV installation of 400–600 kWp [86] per month (in 2021), the
feed-in tariff is decreasing by 1.4% per month in Germany. This has a strong impact on
the profitability of future plants. The effects of the decrease in the feed-in tariff are shown
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in Figure 13 for the expected feed-in tariff for June 2021. The changes in the economic
framework conditions mentioned here do not represent a complete sensitivity analysis
of economic parameters on the economic viability of PV storage systems. However, they
should give an indication to be able to better interpret the change in economic efficiency
due to technical parameters. The expected feed-in tariff for June 2021 would already make
PV systems of less than 6 kWp no longer competitive compared to grid consumption. The
same applies to all combinations with a battery larger than 9 kWh.

Various studies in the literature show a similar dependence of the economic efficiency
on the feed-in tariff and grid electricity prices [13,23,27]. However, in the contributions quite
favorable battery prices (500–600 €/kWh) are considered, which have not yet been reached.

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Technical Parameters on Electricity Costs of the System Operator

The following section examines the influence of the various technical parameters
given in Table 4 on system sizing and electricity costs. In each case, the influence of the
battery and the PV system size is examined in detail. As mentioned, the cost of electricity
purchased from the grid for the reference case is 31.89 cent/kWh. With a cost increase of
1%, this leads to average cost of 35.11 cent/kWh over 20 years.

4.2.1. Effects of the Efficiency of Power Electronics

Figure 14 shows the electricity costs per kWh and Figure 15 the annual electricity cost
depending on the PV system size (right panel) and the battery system size (left panel).
The point in the middle of the error bars represents the average value of all variations
with the respective PV system size or battery system size. For example, for 5 kWp PV,
this includes all combinations with a 5 kWp PV system and a battery between 4 kWh
and 10 kWh. The error bars show the lowest or highest costs for the combinations. Also
shown is the dependence of the costs on the efficiency curve used for the battery inverter.
For the sensitivity analysis, all PV battery combinations were simulated with different
efficiency curves of the battery inverter of systems C, A, E and D (see Figure 2). The
average pathway efficiencies for the different efficiency curves are shown in Table 2. The
reference case is shown in green. It is interesting to note that it is not always the system
with the best performing inverter that results in the lowest total cost. The lowest cost of the
reference case with the second most efficient inverter (Ref. System D) with a 4 kWh battery
is 31.49 cent/kWh, with a 5 kWh battery it is 31.77 cent/kWh. In contrast, the lowest cost
of a system with the most efficient inverter (System E) is 31.82 cent/kWh with a 4 kWh
battery and 31.56 cent/kWh with a 5 kWh battery.

Figure 14. Electricity costs per kWh as a function of the battery system size (left panel) and the PV system size (right panel).
Simulations were performed with the efficiency curves of systems C, A, E and D with an average pathway efficiency of
83.70, 89.35, 94.32 and 92.50% and for the AC2BAT path and of 83.70, 89.35, 94.32 and 92.50% for the path BAT2AC.
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Figure 15. Electricity costs per year as a function of the battery system size (left panel) and the PV system size (right panel).
Simulations were performed with the efficiency curves of systems C, A, E and D with an average pathway efficiency of
83.70, 89.35, 94.32 and 92.50% and for the AC2BAT path and of 83.70, 89.35, 94.32 and 92.50% for the path BAT2AC.

The reason for this is that the more efficient inverter charges the battery faster and
discharges it slower, since there are fewer losses due to the power electronics during
charging and discharging. On the one hand, this means the battery sees more cycles,
and on the other hand, it stays in a higher state of charge for a longer period of time,
which leads to more battery aging. The battery is better utilized, but must be replaced
sooner, which leads to higher costs. From a battery size of 6 kWh, this is less significant. A
comparison of the change in energy costs due to the use of a different efficiency curve in
the simulation makes the effect even clearer (see Figure 16 left panel). Especially at 4 kWh
and 5 kWh, but partly still at 6 kWh and 7 kWh, the costs increase for some PV systems
battery storage combinations by using the efficiency curve E instead of the reference curve
D in the simulation. The PV system battery combinations where this occurs consist of a
15 kWp PV system and a 4 kWh and 5 kWh battery as well as an 8 kWp PV system and a
6 kWh and 7 kWh battery. The most economic PV system battery storage combination of
the simulation with inverter curve E consists of a 14 kWp PV system and a 4 kWh battery
and not, as with the other three inverter curves, of a 15 kWp PV system and a 4 kWh battery.
Thus, the phenomenon can also be seen in Figure 14 (right window). Similar effects occur
with regard to the most expensive PV system battery combination with a PV system size of
6 kWp and 9 kWp and the two lower inverter efficiency curves.

The total electricity costs are between 1327 € and 1620 € per year, depending on the PV
system battery combination (see Figure 15). If the electricity demand is covered only from
the grid without a PV storage system, the average annual electricity costs are 1479 €/year.

Since the dependency between costs and system combination is the same, regardless
of whether the costs are presented in €/kWh or in € per year, the costs for the following
parameters are only presented in €/kWh. A change in electricity costs of 1 cent/kWh leads
to a change in electricity costs of 42.13 €/y and 842.64 € within 20 years.
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Figure 16. Change in electricity costs per kWh of the reference case to the 3 other simulations with the battery inverter
efficiency curve of system C, A and E as a function of the battery system size (left panel). Electricity costs per kWh as a
function of the PV system size (right panel). Simulations were performed with the efficiency curves of systems A and D
with an average pathway efficiency of 95.51 and 96.29% for the path PV2AC.

The influence of the PV inverter efficiency on electricity cost represents a fairly linear
relationship between cost and PV system size (see Figure 16 right panel) and battery
size. The larger the PV system, the greater the advantage of a more efficient PV inverter.
However, it must be taken into account that with a declining feed-in tariff, the effect for
larger PV systems will decrease.

4.2.2. Effects of the Efficiency of the Battery

Battery efficiency has similar effects as power electronics efficiency on electricity costs.
While electricity costs for large batteries decrease with increasing battery efficiency, they
increase in some cases for smaller batteries of 4 kWh and 5 kWh storage capacity (see
Figure 17 left panel and Figure 18). For both 4 kWh and 5 kWh, the electricity costs of
the reference case are lower than those of the systems with the more efficient batteries
with 98 and 99% battery efficiency. A direct comparison of the costs of these combinations
shows that they increase significantly with higher battery efficiency (see Figure 18). Again,
this is due to greater calendar aging as they spend a longer period of time at high SOC
states. From a battery size of 6 kWh and 7 kWh, the effect decreases significantly and no
longer occurs with the assumed boundary conditions in this paper from a battery size of
8 kWh. The effect occurs here as well for PV system battery combinations with a PV system
size of 15 kWp and a battery capacity of 4 kWh and 5 kWh as well as with a PV system
of 8 kWp and a battery capacity of 6 kWh and 7 kWh. (see Figure 17 right panel). The
overall change in electricity costs between all combinations of the different variations range
between −1.4% and 3.8% compared to the reference case.
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Figure 17. Electricity costs per kWh as a function of battery system size (left panel) and PV system size (right panel). Results
for the different battery efficiencies are shown in color. The reference case with a battery efficiency of 96% is shown in green.

Figure 18. Change in electricity costs per kWh of the reference case compared to the 4 other simula-
tions, with a battery efficiency of 92, 94, 98, 99% as a function of the battery system size.

4.2.3. Effects of Standby Consumption

In this section the influence of the AC and DC standby as well as the peripheral
consumption is examined. In contrast to the efficiencies, the lower the AC standby con-
sumption, the lower the electricity costs for all combinations (see Figure 19). The smaller
the battery or PV system, the greater the cost reduction. However, the effect is more
significant for the battery. Figure 20 (left panel) shows the correlation between the change
in costs for each PV system battery combination and the battery size. The cost change
between a system with 0 W standby consumption and one with 24 W is up to 2.3% for the
smaller batteries. The reason for this is that AC standby consumption always occurs when
the battery is full or empty. Smaller batteries spend much more time in a completely empty
or full state, as they become full or empty more quickly. Thus, the change in the level of
standby consumption has a greater impact on the electricity cost of smaller batteries than
on the electricity cost of larger ones.
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Figure 19. Electricity costs per kWh as a function of battery system size (left panel) and PV system size (right panel).
The results for different levels of AC standby consumption are shown in color. The reference case with an AC standby
consumption of 12 W is shown in green.

Figure 20. Change in electricity costs per kWh of the reference case to the simulations with a lower or higher AC standby
consumption as a function of the battery system size (left panel). Change in electricity costs per kWh of the reference case to
the simulations with a lower or higher DC standby consumption as a function of the battery system size (right panel).

The effect of DC standby consumption is quite similar to that of AC standby consump-
tion, as DC standby consumption only occurs when the battery is full or empty as well
(see Figure 21). However, the costs for combinations of batteries with 4 kWh and 5 kWh
and a PV system of 15 kWp and a DC standby consumption of 12 W and 16 W are 3.7 to
4.5% higher than the costs of these combinations of the reference case. Since the batteries
continue to be slightly discharged and then recharged in both the empty and fully charged
states, cyclic aging increases so much for the mentioned combinations (with batteries of
4 kWh and 5 kWh and a large PV system) that they need to be replaced a year earlier than
those of the reference case. The combination of a smaller battery and larger PV system
results in the batteries being fully charged faster and thus being in this condition for a
longer time. For all other PV system battery combinations and a DC standby consumption
of 12 W and 16 W, the costs only increase by 0.6%.
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Figure 21. Electricity costs per kWh as a function of battery system size (left panel) and PV system size (right panel).
The results for different levels of DC standby consumption are shown in color. The reference case with an DC standby
consumption of 8 W is shown in green.

Figure 22. Electricity costs per kWh as a function of battery system size (left panel) and PV system size (right panel). The
results for different levels of peripheral consumption are shown in color. The reference case with a peripheral consumption
of 8 W is shown in green.

In addition, it is interesting to note that with a 5 kWh battery and 4 W and 8 W DC
standby consumption, the electricity costs of the cheapest combination are lower than
with a 5 kWh battery and 0 W DC standby consumption. In this case, the calendar aging
increases compared to the case with 4 W and 12 W DC standby consumption, because the
battery is in a fully charged state for a longer period of time. The larger the PV system and
the battery, the less the DC standby consumption matters.

Through the variation of the peripheral consumption in the simulation, similar effects
can be observed as with the other standby consumptions (see Figure 22). Lower standby
consumption can lead to the smaller batteries being fully charged sooner in combination
with a large PV system, leading to increased calendar aging and the need to replace the
batteries sooner.

4.2.4. Effects of Battery Aging and PV Degradation

Both calendar and cyclic aging have a significant impact on the economics of PV
battery storage systems.
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Figure 23. Electricity costs per kWh as a function of battery system size (left panel) and the change in cost as a function of
battery size (right panel). The results for different degrees of calendrical aging are shown in color. The reference case is
shown in green.

Figure 24. Electricity costs per kWh as a function of battery system size (left panel) and the change in cost as a function of
battery size (right panel). The results for different degrees of cyclic aging are shown in color. The reference case is shown
in green.

In the case of calendar aging, variations are examined in which the battery either
has a 20% or 40% higher (80% calendar aging or 60% calendar aging compared to the
reference case) or lower (120% calendar aging or 140% calendar aging compared to the
reference case) susceptibility to calendar aging (see Table 4 and Section 3.2.2). Figure 23
shows the energy costs as a function of the battery size and the specified aging. A 20 or 40%
higher susceptibility to calendar aging than that of the reference case has a significantly
greater effect on the energy costs than a 20 or 40% lower susceptibility. In the case of the
variations in which the susceptibility is 40% higher, the battery must be replaced already
after 6 years for some PV system battery combinations. This applies to most combinations
with a PV system larger than 8 kWp to 9 kWp. Since the electricity costs increase the larger
the battery, the electricity costs increase significantly the higher the aging of the battery.
However, this effect decreases as susceptibility to calendar aging decreases. Calendar aging
of high-quality batteries used in home storage systems is currently similar to that of the
reference case. However, it can be seen that the batteries should not be more susceptible
to calendar aging, as this significantly affects the profitability. A lower susceptibility to
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calendar aging would still bring advantages, but the lower the susceptibility to calendar
aging, the lower the advantage.

There is no direct functional relationship between calendar aging of the battery and the
PV system size. However, with an increased susceptibility to calendar aging of 40% (60%
calendar aging), the electricity costs for system combinations with a PV system between
5 kWp and 8 kWp increase at least between 7 and 21%, with a PV system size of 9 kWp and
larger it is between 10 and 26%. This, however, can only be observed for the simulation
with a 40% higher susceptibility to calendar aging. The larger the PV system, the more
often the battery is fully charged, which leads to increased aging. With a battery that ages
40% less in terms of calendar aging, electricity costs drop by up to 11%.

Similar effects to those of calendar aging can be observed regarding the influence of
cyclic aging on economic efficiency and system sizing (see Figure 24). However, a more
cycle-stable battery mostly results in lower cost savings than a battery which is more
susceptibility to calendar aging.

In the case of a more cycle-stable battery, electricity costs drop by up to 5%. However,
it applies equally to all battery sizes. As with calendar aging, less cost savings can be
achieved by a more cycle-stable battery than costs increase regarding a more cycle-unstable
battery. For the reference case and the simulations with a 20 and 40% more cycle-stable
battery (120 and 140% cyclic aging), the combinations with the lowest achievable electricity
costs are very close to each other. Combinations with a PV system greater than or equal to
12 kWp lead to an increased cost increase for the more cycle-instable variations (60% cyclic
aging, 80% cyclic aging). Due to the larger PV systems, the batteries are stressed more and
therefore age faster.

The larger the PV system, the greater the cost reduction due to lower PV degradation
(see Figure 25 left panel).

Figure 25. Electricity costs as a function of the PV System size (left panel) and the change in cost as a function of PV system
size (right panel). Shown in color are different levels of degradation of the PV system.

The often-assumed value of 0.5% degradation per year leads to approx. 3.5% higher
costs for a 15 kWp PV system in combination with a battery than with the assumed
degradation of 0.15% per year. Interesting effects occur for the combination of an 8 kWp
PV system and a 6 kWh battery (see Figure 25 right panel). The cost increase of this
combination is much lower than for all other simulated combinations due to the increase
from 0.15 to 0.5% degradation. While at 0.15% degradation the battery has to be replaced
twice in the 20 years, at 0.5% degradation it has to be replaced only once. Due to the higher
amount of PV energy generated, the battery is more stressed at 0.15% degradation, ages
faster and needs to be replaced earlier.
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4.2.5. Effects of an Intelligent Charging Strategy

With an intelligent charging strategy, the resulting electricity costs decrease signifi-
cantly. The smaller the battery, the greater the cost savings (see Figure 26). The largest
reduction with 6% can be achieved with 8 kWp and a 5 kWh battery. The intelligent
charging strategy is primarily used to reduce the time the battery spends in high SOC
states. Without an intelligent charging strategy, a 4 kWh battery in combination with a PV
system of 15 kWp spends 35.07% of its time at a SOC greater than 80% and only 17.07%
with an intelligent charging strategy. Without an intelligent charging strategy, the battery
has to be replaced after 9 and after 18 years, with an intelligent charging strategy only after
10 years and thus only once instead of twice within the 20 years.

Under Section 4.1.2, the impact of an electricity price increase is discussed. It is shown
that system combinations of a PV system smaller than 11 kWp and a battery with at least
4 kWh storage capacity are no longer economical. However, by using an intelligent charging
strategy, the costs can be reduced to such an extent that combinations with PV systems
between 5 kWp and 10 kWp are economically viable against grid consumption, depending
on the installed battery size. However, the same does not apply for any combination with
a battery with 7 kWh and more.

Figure 26. Electricity costs per kWh as a function of battery system size (left panel) and the change in cost as a function of
battery size (right panel). Shown are the results for a and an intelligent charging strategy to prevent calendar aging. The
reference case is shown in green.

5. Discussion

In the following, the impact on electricity costs due to the change in technical pa-
rameters is presented and compared to each other. For this purpose, 6 PV system battery
combinations are examined in more detail. On the one hand, the most favorable combi-
nation for each simulation run carried out (see Figures 27 and 28) is examined. On the
other hand, the PV system battery combinations 15 kWp PV system with 10 kWh battery
and 5 kWh battery (see Figure 29), 10 kWp PV system with 10 kWh and 5 kWh battery
(see Figure 30) and 5 kWp PV system with 5 kWh battery (see Figure 31) are examined.
Figures 27 and 28 show the electricity costs for the most favorable combination for each
simulation run. The left panel of Figure 27 shows the electricity costs per kWh and the
right panel the annual costs.
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Figure 27. Change of energy costs depending on the change of different technical parameters. The selected PV system and
battery combination is the combination that is the most favorable for the respective boundary conditions. The left window
shows the costs in €/kWh and the right one shows the annual electricity costs.

Figure 28. Change of energy costs depending on the change of different technical parameters. The
selected PV system and battery combination is the combination that is the most favorable for the
respective boundary conditions. The figure shows the total electricity costs over 20 years (calculation
period) in €.

Figure 28 shows the total electricity costs for the 20 years under consideration. As
mentioned a change in electricity costs of 1 cent/kWh leads to a change in electricity costs
of 42.13 €/y and 842.64 € within 20 years. A detailed overview over the cost in cent/kwh,
€/y and over 20 years in shown in Tables A3–A5 in the Appendix A.

The most favorable PV system size for each simulation run can be seen in Table 6. In
most cases it consists of a 15 kWp PV system, which is the largest PV system size analyzed.
Thus, it could be that the most economical PV system size is even higher. In many cases,
however, the roof area is limited, which is why the investigations were only carried out up
to a system size of 15 kWp. In some cases, the optimal size drops to 13 kWp and 14 kWp.
This is the case, for example, with decreasing DC standby consumption, increasing battery
inverter efficiency, decreasing battery efficiency, increasing peripheral consumption and
higher cycle stability. The optimal battery size in almost all cases is 4 kWh, which is the
smallest battery size analyzed. For the 20 less susceptibility to calendar aging, the optimal
battery size increases to 6 kWh, respectively.
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Table 6. PV system size of the most economic combination of the different simulation runs with the different technical
parameter.

AC Stby DC Stby Pperiph η

Battery

η

Battery
Inverter

η PV
Inverter

Charging
Strategy

Calendar
Aging

Cyclic
Aging

PV Degra-
dation

V1 15 15 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15
V2 15 15 14 14 15 14 15 15

Ref. 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
V3 15 14 15 15 14 15 15
V4 15 14 15 15 15 13

With decreasing standby consumption compared to the reference case, decreasing AC
standby consumption has a greater positive impact on electricity costs than decreasing DC
standby consumption and decreasing peripheral consumption. With increasing standby
consumption compared to the reference case, increasing DC standby consumption has the
most negative impact on electricity costs. The percentage increase in PV degradation per
year has a similar impact on electricity costs as increasing standby consumption. Faster
aging batteries, both in terms of calendar and cyclic aging, and declining battery inverter
efficiency have a very high impact on electricity costs. Their impact is significantly higher
than that of standby consumption. In contrast, it is interesting to note that when the
battery inverter efficiency is higher than the reference case, the electricity cost increases
again slightly. This is as explained under Section 4.2.1 due to increased battery aging and
earlier battery replacement, as the battery is charged more with the more efficient inverter.
While, as explained, batteries with less cycle stability than the one of the reference case
result in a very large cost increase, a further increase in cycle stability results in only a
small cost reduction. Also, batteries that have a higher susceptibility to calendar aging
than the batteries of the reference case, the cost reduction is less than the costs increase by
batteries that have a higher susceptibility to calendar aging. However, this change is less
significant than in the case of cyclic aging. A very high cost reduction is achieved by using
an intelligent charging strategy. For the most favorable combination for each simulation
run carried out a change in battery efficiency always leads to higher costs. The cost increase
is as high as the increase due to the less efficient PV inverter and as high as a 50% increase
in standby consumption.

Figures 29–31 show how the change in technical parameters affects other PV system
battery combinations. Most of the changes affect all PV system battery combinations in a
similar way. However, some changes have much higher or lower impacts. For the following
comparisons, only the costs in €/kWh are shown, since only the y-axis scaling changes for
the costs per year and the costs in 20 years. Remember, a cost increase of 1 cent/kWh leads
to a cost increase of 42.13 €/y and 842.64 € in 20 years.

A less efficient battery inverter in contrast to that of the reference case leads to signifi-
cantly higher electricity costs in almost all cases. These are between 0.53 cent/kWh and
1.3 cent/kWh and 22.16 €/y and 54.76 €/y higher than those of the reference case. For the
combinations with a PV system with 10 kWp or15 kWp and a 10 kWh or 5 kWh battery,
they are higher than for the other combinations investigated.

For the combinations 15 kWp/10 kWh, 10kWp/10 kWh and 10 kWp/5 kWh the
influence of the change of AC standby, DC standby and peripheral consumption is very
close to each other and follows a slightly increasing linear function for both an increase of
the standby consumption and a reduction. The increase is flatter the larger the battery and
the larger the PV system relative to the household load. The reason for this is that a slight
increase or decrease in energy charged to or discharged from the battery is less significant
for a relatively large battery than for a relatively small one. In contrast, for a 15 kWp PV
system with a 5 kWh battery, both the increase to 12 W and 16 W and a reduction to 0 W
DC standby consumption result in significantly higher costs.
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Figure 29. Impact on electricity costs due to the change in technical parameters. The left panel shows the PV system battery
combination of 15 kWp and 10 kWh, the right one of 15 kWp and 5 kWh. While the upper figures show all data points, the
lower figures show only parts of the data in order to better illustrate even small changes in relation to the reference case.

Figure 30. Impact on electricity costs due to the change in technical parameters. The left panel shows the PV system battery
combination of 10 kWp and 10 kWh, the right one of 10 kWp and 5 kWh. While the upper figures show all data points, the
lower figures show only parts of the data in order to better illustrate even small changes in relation to the reference case.
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Figure 31. PV system battery combination of 5 kWp and 5 kWh. While the upper figures show all
data points, the lower figures show only parts of the data in order to better illustrate even small
changes in relation to the reference case.

In both cases, this is due to a greater stress on the battery. While in the case of
the reduction of the DC standby consumption calendar aging increases, in the case of
the increase of DC standby consumption cyclic aging increases. The same applies to
the reduction of the peripheral consumption to 0 W with a 15 kWp PV system and a
5 kWh battery; here, too, the increased charging of the battery leads to increased aging
of the battery and earlier replacement. The opposite is the case for the PV system battery
combination with a 5 kWp PV system and a 5 kWh battery and an increase of the peripheral
consumption by 100% to 16 W.

The cost-reducing effect of a battery that is more resistant to calendar aging is higher
than the cost-reducing effect of a more cycle-stable battery for all combinations inves-
tigated. Especially with a battery that is more susceptible to calendar aging, the costs
increase strongly. If the battery is actually 40% more susceptible to calendar aging than
the reference case, the costs can increase by 2.79 cent/kWh to 8.91 cent/kWh, depending
on the combination. This would result in a cost increase of 117.73 €/y and 375.48 €/y. As
already mentioned in Section 4.2.4, however, the costs decrease less if the battery is less
susceptible to calendar aging than the reference case.

An intelligent charging strategy has a large positive effect on electricity costs for the
PV system battery combinations 5 kWp/5 kWh, 10 kWp/5 kWh and 15 kWp/5 kWh. For
a 5 kWp PV system with a 5 kWh battery, the positive impact is almost the same as from
a battery that would have a 40% less susceptibility to calendar aging. Depending on the
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combination, electricity costs can be reduced by between 1.27 cent/kWh and 1.92 cent/kWh
(53.54 €/y and 80.71 €/y). However, the positive effect decreases the larger the PV system
is. For the combination 10 kWp/10 kWh the positive effect decreases significantly. For
15 kWp/10 kWh, almost no positive effect can be observed anymore.

The larger the PV system and the battery are, the higher the influence of the degrada-
tion of the PV system on the electricity costs. The often assumed 0.5% degradation of the
PV system leads to 1.14 cent/kWh or 48.10 €/y higher electricity costs for the PV system
battery combination of 15 kWp and 10 kWh than for the reference case.

The average cost of electricity purchased from the grid is 35.11 cent/kWh, resulting in
1479 €/y. Apart from the combinations of 10 kWp PV and 10 kWh battery and a 5 kWp PV
and a 5 kWh battery, the reference case would be more favorable for all other combinations
examined in more detail. The combination of a 10 kWp PV system and a 10 kWh battery
would only be more economic than purchasing electricity from the grid if the batteries
were less susceptibility to calendar aging (see Figure 30 left panel). The combination of a
5 kWp PV system and a 5 kWh battery would be more economic if the batteries were less
susceptible to calendar aging or more cycle stable, with 0 W AC standby consumption or
peripheral consumption, a more efficient battery, an intelligent charging strategy.

PV inverters are usually already very efficient. With the slightly worse inverter
(0.78 percentage points less in in the average pathway efficiency), the electricity cost of all
variations increased slightly. The larger the PV system, the greater the cost increase. At
most, the less inefficient PV inverter increases the cost by only 0.29 cent/kWh, which is
12.37 €/year.

Both higher and lower battery efficiency can result in higher as well as slightly lower
costs. The highest cost increase occurs for the PV-system battery combination of 15 kWp PV
and a 5 kWh battery (see Figure 29 right panel). It is 1.1 cent/kWh or 46.55 €/y, which is
significantly higher than the electricity cost increases caused by standby consumption, for
example for this PV system, battery combination. For all other combinations, the electricity
cost increase is at most 0.31 cent/kwh and 13.10 €/y and is thus in the range of standby
consumption or below. This has already been explained in more detail in Section 4.2.2.

For almost all technical parameters examined here, a change for the worse compared
to the reference case has a significantly greater negative impact on costs than a further
improvement has positive effects. An overview of the maximum changes through V1 to
V4 of the individual technical parameters compared to the reference case can be found in
Table A6 in the Appendix A.

Most changes in the technical parameters have little effect on the degree of self-
sufficiency. Of the combinations studied here, the change in the degree of self-sufficiency
is in the range of ±0.8 percentage points. There is one exception, however. If the inverter
efficiency decreases (V1 system C), the degree of self-sufficiency decreases by a maximum
of 3.44 percentage points. If, on the other hand, it increases (V3 system E), the degree of
self-sufficiency increases by 0.74 percentage points. The corresponding average pathway
efficiencies for the battery inverters are shown in Table 2. The average pathway efficiency
of inverter C is 8.8 percentage points lower for the conversion path BAT2AC and 6.33 per-
centage points lower for the conversion path AC2BAT. In contrast, the values for inverter E
are 1.82 percentage points (BAT2AC) and 2.71 percentage points (AC2BAT) higher than
those of reference system D. On average, the increase in average pathway efficiencies
(mean value of the AC2BAT and BAT2AC paths) leads to an increase in the degree of
self-sufficiency of 0.33 to 0.45 percentage points.

There are already studies in the literature by various authors that determine the opti-
mal battery and or PV system size in terms of economic efficiency [10,13,22,27,30,31,40]. It
is difficult to compare the results directly with each other and the findings of this paper,
because in all studies different battery and PV system costs, a different feed-in tariff or
grid electricity purchase price were assumed. At the same time, in some cases a higher
electricity price increase is expected. In most of the studies, relatively favorable battery
prices were assumed, which have not yet been achieved in the field of Li-ion home storage
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systems (350–600 €/kWh). In addition, Sharma et al. [23] and Ayuso et al. [40] examine only
PV systems up to 4 kWp and 5 kWp respectively. While in the work of Sharma et al. [23] the
most economical battery size is 5 kWh, which corresponds to the largest battery size inves-
tigated in [23], the most economical battery size determined by Ayuso et al. [40] is 3.2 kWh,
which is the smallest battery size investigated in [40]. According to Weniger et al. [27] and
Quoilin et al. [30], the most economical battery capacity is approx. 1 kWh per MWh energy
consumption of the household per year. This is approximately in the range of the most
economical battery size determined in this work. The results of Mulder et al. [10] for the
year 2021 are also in a similar range. Only in Bertsch et al. [13] the most economical battery
size is above 10 kWh. In addition to the very low battery costs, an electricity cost increase of
2% and an inflation rate of 2% are assumed [13]. However, all mentioned studies consider
PV systems only up to a size of 10 kWp. The optimal size is in most cases between 4 kWp
and 8 kWp. In contrast, the optimal PV system size determined in the present work is
between 13 kWp and 15 kWp. One reason for this is the assumed costs for a PV system.
In contrast to the literature, the assumed costs in the present work are dependent on the
system size and decrease with increasing PV system size, per kW of installed system power.
This assumption is more realistic.

As mentioned above, a detailed analysis of how the technical parameters affect the
economic efficiency has not yet been carried out in literature. Only individual parameters
were investigated. Tervo et al. show the sensitivity of the system levelized cost of electricity
to a 10% perturbation of the PV degradation, the battery efficiency and on cyclic aging
of the battery [31]. Bertsch et al. [13], Troung et al. [14] and Naumann et al. [12] also
investigate the influence of cyclic aging on economic efficiency (see Table 7). However,
they use different economical parameters to compare the results. An overview of the most
important parameters used in the literature can be found in Table 7.

Table 7. Parameters used in the literature to evaluate the influence of cycle stability on economic efficiency.

PV System
Size

Battery
Size

Economical
Parameter

Calendar
Lifetime

Cycle Stability
Variation Battery Price

Bertsch et al. [13] 6.4 kWp 12 kWh IRR 20 y 500 until 6000 cycles 500 €/kWh
Tervo et al. [31] 5 kWp 7 kWh LCOE 15 y 5000 cycles ± 10% 392 $/kWh + 1700 $

Troung et al. [14] 5 kWp/8 kWp 6.4 kWh ROI 15 y 5000 & 3000 cycles
(−40%) 781.25 €/kWh

Naumann et al. [12] 4.4 kWp 4 kWh ROI 12.5–15 y 6000 & 3000 cycles
(−50%) <500 €/kWh

While in Troung et al. [14] the reduction in ROI ranges from 4% to 13% with a 40%
reduction in cycle stability, Naumann et al. [12] show a reduction in ROI of up to 8% with a
50% reduction in cycle stability. In contrast, the economic efficiency in the present work
was not evaluated on the basis of ROI but on the basis of total electricity costs. The present
work finds 3.4% to 14.1% higher electricity costs for the household due to a reduction of
the cycle stability by 40%. While the increase is only 3.4% for a 5 kWp PV system combined
with a 5 kWh battery, it is 10.1% for a 15 kWp PV system combined with a 4 kWh battery.
Thus, the present work presents a trend similar to that found in the literature. Bertsch
et al. [13] show a relatively low sensitivity of profitability to cyclic aging. In the case of
Bertsch et al. [13] a relatively small PV system (6.4 kWp) is combined with a large battery
(12 kWh), which leads to a relatively low cycle load of the battery. Only the reduction of the
cycle stability to 2500 cycles leads to a reduction of the profitability by 2%. However, the
trend shown in [13] is similar to the results in this paper, the higher the cycle stability the
lower is the positive effect on the economic efficiency. Tervo et al. [31] use the aging model
of [14] and conclude that a 10% change in cycle stability leads to a 0.5% change in LCOE.
In the present work, the change in electricity cost due to a 10% change in cycle stability
is between 0.1% and 3.0% for a less cycle stable battery and between 0.1% and 1.3% for
a more cycle stable battery. It must be taken into account that in the current paper a PV
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system with at least as much kWp as the battery has kWh storage capacity is assumed,
which leads to more cycles of the battery.

The influence of PV degradation on the economic efficiency is significantly higher in
Tervo et al. [31] than in the present work, since a degradation of 0.8% per year is assumed.
For [31], the influence of a 10% change in PV degradation is 0.25% to 0.5%, while in the
present work it is only 0.1%.

Tervo et al. [31] assumes 90% battery efficiency and calculates an impact of approx.
2% on the LCOE with a 10% change in battery efficiency. In contrast, 96% (reference
case) battery efficiency is assumed in the present work. For most PV system battery
combinations, a lower battery efficiency than the reference case of 4.2% results in a cost
increase of maximum 1%, which is in a similar range to the result in the literature. However
as described, higher battery efficiency does not necessarily lead to lower costs, since without
an intelligent charging strategy, the state of charge is higher and this in turn can have an
impact on calendar aging. Thus, Figure 18 shows a maximum change in cost of up to 3.5%
with an increase in battery efficiency of up to 3.1%. The difference with the literature can
be explained by the fact that no SOC-dependent calendrical aging model was used in [31].

6. Conclusions and Outlook

The paper presents a new methodology for simulating and sizing PV battery storage
systems that are used to increase self-consumption. The most important efficiency parame-
ters, calendar and cyclic aging as well as the charging strategy are taken into account. The
efficiency parameters considered include AC and DC standby consumption, peripheral
consumption, battery efficiency and inverter efficiency of the battery and PV inverter. The
developed intelligent charging strategy is primarily designed to minimize calendar aging
of the battery by avoiding long periods of high SOC conditions. For the calculation of
the reference case, a detailed analysis of the efficiency parameters and battery aging was
performed and presented. In the paper, the influence of the technical parameters on the
economic efficiency and sizing was analyzed and shown in detail. Finally, a sensitivity
analysis was performed. It was shown that with the current state of the art technology,
battery aging, battery inverter efficiency, and an intelligent charging strategy to minimize
calendar aging of the battery and maximize self-consumption in particular have a high
impact on electricity costs. Whereby the influence of calendar aging is higher than that of
cyclic aging. Depending on the PV system battery combination, the positive impact (cost
reduction) of a smart charging strategy is very high. However, the positive effect decreases
the larger the PV system is. For most combinations, the effect on electricity costs due to
standby consumption, battery efficiency and PV degradation is significantly lower than
due to the parameters already mentioned. In part, more efficient PV storage systems lead
to higher overall costs, since the battery is stressed more and has to be replaced earlier.
However, this does not mean that the individual components should not be optimized for
efficiency. This affects PV system-battery combinations, which consist of a comparatively
large PV system with a rather small battery. Here, for example, the intelligent charging
strategy (to a limited extent) or a battery which is less sensitive to aging can help.

The analysis was carried out for Germany, where electricity costs are relatively high.
For this reason, under current conditions and assuming that electricity costs rise by 1% per
year, a large proportion of the system combinations considered are economical. However,
if electricity costs rise less or interest rates increase, the proportion of systems that can
be operated economically decreases significantly. 0% increase in electricity prices would
already make PV systems of less than 10 kWp with a battery of at least 4 kWh no longer
competitive compared to grid consumption. The same is true for all combinations with a
battery larger than 8 kWh. With an increase of 1% also PV systems of 5 kWp would still be
economic viable as well as batteries of up to 10 kWh depending on the PV system installed.
A strong decrease in feed-in tariffs or a higher price of the system has has the same but less
strong effect.
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Even though the paper is based on the economic framework conditions of Germany,
the findings on the technical parameters can nevertheless also be applied to other countries
with different economic framework conditions. As long as the ratio between the amount
of the feed-in tariff, the grid purchase prices and the investment costs of the system (PV,
battery and inverters) remains the same, the influence of the examined technical parameters
on profitability also remains the same. If these ratios change, the influence of the individual
technical parameters may change. The more battery prices fall, the less the impact of
aging and the less the benefit of a smart charging strategy. Some of the losses lead to
more grid consumption, such as AC standby consumption, while others lead to more grid
consumption and lower grid feed-in. The influence of the losses, which mainly lead to
more grid consumption, is higher on the costs the higher the price for electricity purchased
from the grid is. Consequently, when electricity purchase prices increase, the impact of
higher AC standby consumption, for example, also increases. The situation is similar with
the feed-in tariff. The higher the feed-in tariff, the higher the impact of losses that lead to
less grid feed-in. The same applies vice versa in the case of falling electricity prices or a
falling feed-in tariff. A detailed analysis how big the influence is was not done yet and can
be part of future work.

The model presented in this paper can be used for all regions and has no limitations.
In order to be able to make exact statements about the economic efficiency of a certain
system, the most economic dimensioning or about the influence of the technical parameters
under certain economic framework conditions, the economic parameters from Table 3
have to be adapted. It is also possible that subsidies for the investment in a home storage
system have to be taken into account. The analysis was performed with PV data from
southern Germany with relatively high irradiation values and a southern orientation of the
PV system. Lower radiation values of more northern locations may well have a negative
impact on the costs. An analysis of the effect of an east or west orientation in comparison
to the other technical parameters is still to be done.

An intelligent charging strategy to reduce the PV throttling 70% PV peak power was
not considered so far and can be part of future work.

In addition, aging is only considered annually in the model, which can lead to the
fact that cost differences between different options due to battery aging and an earlier
replacement of the battery are slightly over- or underestimated. This depends on whether
the battery reaches 80% SOH already at the beginning or at the end of the year. To minimize
this effect, battery aging would have to be calculated per day or per time step, which makes
the model much more complex and slower.

Regarding the aging model, it is planned to use further measured battery aging data
in the model to optimize the aging model for cyclic aging. This will be part of further work.
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Nomenclature

a annuity factor
A0,X investment amount of the component X/€
A1,X . . . . Am,X cash value of the first, second, . . . , mth procured replacement/€
Acal(y) calendar aging per year
ACycl(y) cyclic aging per year
Ai,X cash value of a procured replacement/€
AN annuity of the total annual payments/€
AN,C,X annuity of the capital related costs/€
AN,EC annuity of the costs of the electricity purchased from the grid/€
AN,R annuity of the annual remuneration for electricity fed into the grid/€
aw Wöhler parameter
BATchg,dischg variable that can be 1 or 0 depending on whether surplus energy is available

to charge the battery or is needed to power the load
bw Wöhler parameter
c considered
CBAT battery cost (Invest)/€
CE,total electricity cost per kWh/€/kWh
CE,total,ref reference electricity costs per kWh/€/kWh
CPV PV system cost (Invest)/€
cs considered in a simplified way
Cycl total number of encountered cycles during one year
DCACBAT battery inverter
DCACPV PV inverter
DoD depth of discharge
EBAT energy charged within the battery only taking battery charging and

discharging into account, variable is needed to determine PDC,BAT,chg and
PDC,BAT,dischg/kWh

EBAT,real
actual energy charged within the battery/kWh

ECapa,BAT installed battery capacity/kWh
ECapa,BAT(y) battery capacity left at the beginning of the year/kWh
ECapa,BAT,y remaining battery capacity of a respective year/kWh
EEG German Renewable Energy Sources Act
Efrom,Grid amount of electricity taken from the grid/kWh
ELoad,y energy consumed per year/kWh
EOL end of life of the battery
Eto,Grid amount of electricity fed into the grid/kWh
F false
factchg,d factor to reduce the charging power, so that the battery is not fully

charged before the end of the day
i number of the replacement
LAB lead-acid battery
LIB Li-ion battery
LTCell,Cal battery lifetime in years
Meas measured data
n time resolution of the simulation
N(∆SOC) number of equivalent full cycles at a certain ∆SOC
NAS sodium–sulfur battery
nCycl a certain cycle during one year
niCycl factor that can be 1 or 0.5, depending on whether the corresponding cycle

is a half or full cycle
PAC,BAT AC battery power (AC-coupled system)/kW
PAC,BAT,chg actual AC charge power of the battery/kW
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PAC,BAT,chg,pot power on the AC side of the battery inverter which is available
to charge the battery (potential)

PAC,BAT,dischg actual AC discharge power of the battery/kW
PAC,BAT,dischg,pot power on the AC side of the battery inverter with witch the

battery should be discharged to cover the load (potential)
PAC,BAT,rechg AC battery power with witch the battery is recharged when the

SOC has reached 0%
PAC,BAT,stby AC standby power of the battery inverter/kW
PAC,periph peripheral consumption/kW
PAC,PV AC PV power (AC-coupled system)/kW
PDC,BAT DC battery power/kW
PDC,BAT,chg actual DC charge power of the battery/kW
PDC,BAT,chg,pot power on the DC side of the battery inverter which is available

to charge the battery (potential)
PDC,BAT,dischg actual DC discharge power of the battery/kW
PDC,BAT,dischg,pot power on the DC side of the battery inverter with witch the battery

should be discharged to cover the load (potential)
PDC,BAT,rechg DC battery power with witch the battery is recharged when the

SOC has reached 0%
PDC,BAT,stby standby consumption on the DC side of the battery inverter/kW
PDC,BAT,stby,dischg standby consumption on the DC side of the battery inverter

(battery is discharged)/kW
PDC,PV DC PV power/kW
Pfrom,GRID power fed into the grid/kW
PGRID power measured at the grid connection point/kW
PLOAD load of the household/kW
PPV,kWp installed PV power/kW
PSYS power of the whole PV home storage system/kW
Pto,GRID power supplied by the grid/kW
q interest factor (1 + interest rate)
RFB redox-flow battery
RV,X residual value/€
rX price change factor
SCR Self-consumption/%
Sim simulated data
Slp Standard load profile
SOC state of charge
SOCmax maximum SOC of the battery
SOCmin minimum SOC of the battery
SOH state of health
SSR Self-sufficiency rate/%
t timestep of the calculation
T true
T simulation period
t2 timestep of the calculation of the intelligent charging strategy, t2 is

equal to one day
TN service life (in years) of the installation component (PV, battery, inverter)/y
v varied
X placeholder for the different components (PV, battery, inverter)
y year
yn,BAT,repl year in which a replacement investment of the battery takes place (1 to 20)
∆SOC depth of discharge
ηAC2BAT efficiency of the conversion path AC2BAT/%
ηBAT battery efficiency during charging or discharging
ηBAT,RT battery roundtrip efficiency/%
ηBAT2AC efficiency of the conversion path BAT2AC/%
ηPV2AC efficiency of the conversion path PV2AC/%
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Appendix A

Table A1. Calculation of the PV system cost per kWp: Costs from Märtel [64] are used as the initial basis for calculating the
PV system costs. These can be found in the table in row 1. The costs in the simulation needed only include the costs for the
PV system including construction without the inverter. In the simulation the costs for the inverters are 200 €/kW. Thus, the
cost of the inverter was deducted from the cost of Märtel. To obtain a simple functional relationship between the PV system
size and the PV system cost, the values of 3 kWp and 9 kWp were omitted and the value of 17.5 kWp was corrected to a
lower value of 1300 €/kWp. The omitted values are marked in red in the table. The coefficient of determination is 0.9513.

PV System Size/kWp 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12.5 17.5

Cost per kWp without
VAT/€ [64] 1.730 1.570 1.530 1.490 1.470 1.370 1.430 1.340 1.240 1.360

Cost per kWp with VAT/€ 2.059 1.868 1.821 1.773 1.749 1.630 1.702 1.595 1.476 1.618
Cost of the inverter/€ 600 800 1.000 1.200 1.400 1.600 1.800 2.000 2.500 3.500

Total cost of the PV system
without inverter/€ 5.576 6.673 8.104 9.439 10.845 11.442 13.515 13.946 15.945 24.822

Cost of the PV system per
kWp without inverter/€ 1.859 1.668 1.621 1.573 1.549 1.430 1.502 1.395 1.276 1.418

Table A2. Calculation of the batter cost per kWh: The battery cost function was derived using data from Figgener et al.
[66]. These already include the VAT and the inverter costs. The approach is described in the table. In the first step, the data
from Figgener et al. was fitted (see Equation (A1)). For all battery sizes between 2 kWh and 10 kWh, the inverter costs
are then subtracted from the battery system costs. According to Figgener et al. [66], the average inverter size for storage
systems between 5 kWh and 10 kWh is 3.5 kW. The inverter costs are assumed to be 200 €/kW. Thus, for the calculation,
for all batteries larger than 5 kWh 700 € was deducted from the storage system costs. For all systems smaller than 5 kWh,
only 400 € were deducted for an inverter with a size of 2 kW. From this a functional relationship can be derived, which is
represented by Equation (3). The coefficient of determination is 0.9956.

Approach Data

Data from Figgener et al. [66] Mean battery size/kWh 3 7.5 12.5 17.5
Mean battery cost including VAT and the battery

inverter/€/kWh 1625 1100 900 825

Derived equation (R2 = 1) Equation (A1)
Battery size/kWh 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Cost of the battery
storage system/€ 3616 4875 5875 6684 7364 7965 8529 9087 9663

Cost of the battery without an
inverter of 2kW/€ 1608 1492 1369

Cost of the battery without an
inverter of 3.5 kW/€ 1197 1111 1038 979 932 896

Derived Equation (3) to calculate battery cost (R2 = 0.9956)

CBat,System = −0.3842·ECapaBAT
3 + 16.906·ECapaBAT

2 − 260.47·ECapaBAT + 2264.6 (A1)

Table A3. Electricity costs in €/kWh depending on the change of different technical parameters. The selected PV system
and battery combination is the combination that is the most favorable for the respective boundary conditions.

AC
Stby

DC
Stby Pperiph η

Battery

η

Battery
Inverter

η PV
Inverter

Charging
Strategy

Calendar
Aging

Cyclic
Aging

PV
Degradation

V1 31.14 31.29 31.39 31.61 32.65 31.78 30.37 36.67 34.67 32.60
V2 31.32 31.40 31.59 31.67 31.95 31.50 31.50 33.25 32.79 32.03

Ref. 31.50 31.50 31.50 31.50 31.50 31.50 31.50 31.50
V3 31.67 31.88 31.70 31.62 31.57 30.85 31.41
V4 31.85 32.00 31.90 31.75 30.46 31.17
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Table A4. Electricity costs per year in € depending on the change of different technical parameters. The selected PV system
and battery combination is the combination that is the most favorable for the respective boundary conditions.

AC
Stby

DC
Stby Pperiph η

Battery

η

Battery
Inverter

η PV
Inverter

Charging
Strategy

Calendar
Aging

Cyclic
Aging

PV
Degradation

V1 1312 1318 1323 1332 1376 1339 1280 1545 1461 1374
V2 1319 1323 1331 1334 1346 1327 1327 1401 1382 1350

Ref. 1327 1327 1327 1327 1327 1327 1327 1327
V3 1334 1343 1335 1332 1330 1300 1323
V4 1342 1348 1344 1338 1283 1313

Table A5. Total electricity costs over a period of 20 year in € depending on the change of different technical parame-
ters. The selected PV system and battery combination is the combination that is the most favorable for the respective
boundary conditions.

AC
Stby

DC
Stby Pperiph η

Battery

η

Battery
Inverter

η PV
Inverter

Charging
Strategy

Calendar
Aging

Cyclic
Aging

PV
Degradation

V1 26,240 26,367 26,453 26,638 27,514 26,782 25,592 30,902 29,210 27,471
V2 26,390 26,457 26,623 26,689 26,927 26,540 26,540 28,015 27,634 26,992

Ref. 26,540 26,540 26,540 26,540 26,540 26,540 26,540 26,540
V3 26,690 26,861 26,709 26,646 26,601 25,998 26,470
V4 26,840 26,967 26,879 26,753 25,663 26,262

Table A6. Overview of the maximum changes regarding electricity cost through V1 to V4 of the individual technical
parameters compared to the reference case. To calculate the total cost for the calculation period the maximum cost increase
and decrease needs to be multiplied by 20.

PV
System/
Battery

Max Cost
Increase/Decrease due

to the Variations
V1–V4 in Comparison

to Ref.

AC
Stby

DC
Stby

P
Periph

Eff
Battery

Eff
Battery
Inverter

Eff PV
Inverter

Charging
Strategy

Calendar
Aging

Cyclic
Aging

PV
Degradation

15 kWp/
10 kWh

max cost increase
cent/kWh 0.16 0.10 0.28 0.31 1.19 0.29 8.91 4.90 1.14

max cost increase €/y 6.95 4.02 11.96 13.10 49.98 12.37 375.48 206.29 48.10
max cost decrease

cent/kWh −0.16 −0.09 −0.28 −0.22 −0.32 −0.13 −2.94 −0.12 0.55

max cost decrease €/y −6.94 −3.97 −11.85 −9.35 −13.32 −5.28 −123.89 −4.86 23.32

15 kWp/
5 kWh

max cost increase
cent/kWh 0.31 1.40 0.87 1.10 1.26 0.29 5.93 3.57 1.11

max cost increase €/y 12.98 59.10 36.83 46.55 53.08 12.09 249.73 150.31 46.82
max cost decrease

cent/kWh −0.31 −0.09 0.19 0.14 0.51 −1.27 −1.20 −0.16 0.54

max cost decrease €/y −12.97 −3.78 7.90 5.90 21.57 −53.54 −50.56 −6.73 22.69

10 kWp/
10 kWh

max cost increase
cent/kWh 0.19 0.12 0.30 0.30 1.17 0.20 8.86 2.29 0.69

max cost increase €/y 8.11 5.04 12.73 12.50 49.49 8.59 373.14 96.33 29.05
max cost decrease

cent/kWh −0.19 −0.11 −0.30 −0.21 −0.30 −0.30 −3.30 −1.62 0.33

max cost decrease €/y −8.10 −4.82 −12.58 −8.93 −12.63 −12.64 −139.07 −68.22 13.89

10 kWp/
5 kWh

max cost increase
cent/kWh 0.32 0.18 0.39 0.28 1.30 0.20 4.11 2.63 0.65

max cost increase €/y 13.57 7.69 16.55 11.74 54.76 8.47 172.99 110.63 27.32
max cost decrease

cent/kWh −0.32 −0.19 −0.39 −0.20 −0.26 −1.43 −2.00 −1.07 0.31

max cost decrease €/y −13.56 −7.82 −16.31 −8.45 −10.96 −60.07 −84.25 −44.97 13.04

5 kWp/
5 kWh

max cost increase
cent/kWh 0.38 0.23 0.21 0.12 0.53 0.12 2.79 1.19 0.36

max cost increase €/y 15.99 9.84 8.94 5.05 22.16 5.21 117.73 50.19 15.31
max cost decrease

cent/kWh −0.38 −0.22 −0.44 −0.44 −0.25 −1.92 −2.10 −1.78 0.18

max cost decrease €/y −15.98 −9.37 −18.52 −18.40 −10.43 −80.71 −88.36 −74.98 7.40
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